Position Summary: As a ReconcilingWorks Ambassador, your role is to work in partnership with the national office staff in supporting faith communities in their Reconciling in Christ (RIC) journey. The RIC journey is grounded on building relationships in community. An ambassador helps create relationships within the network of the program, supporting faith communities to engage in the RIC journey and the resources available to them. Together we will create RIC communities where folx can grow in their faith with intention welcome, inclusion and celebration of LGBTQIA+ people in all its diversity.

Duties and Responsibilities:
- In partnership with the national office connect with discerning faith communities providing resources and feedback
- Build a stronger network by sharing with the national office any local or neighboring faith communities who may be good fits to become RIC
- Support faith communities through various mediums (letters, email, phone, etc.)
- Gather stories of those in their RIC journey to help support others and to share how RIC impacts communities
- Actively practice Graceful Engagement
- Commit to a two-year term, volunteering 1-10 hours a month to this role

Requirements:
- Attend all four ReconcilingWorks Trainings (10 Hours Total)
- Application and Approval via interview by national office
- Attend check-in’s (virtually) with national office
  - 1 large group Ambassador meeting
  - 4 one-to-one meetings with national office
- Complete community engagement Google form after communication with discerning and RIC faith communities

Resources and Support:
- Printed Copies of each ReconcilingWorks Resource
- Personal Connection with national office staff